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Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure
H66 is a green cloud infrastructure provider including Enterprise IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) and data center colocation
with a focus on value, flexibility, scalability and simplicity. From our core facility in Boden, Sweden, our data aggregation node in
Stockholm and 13 global partner locations we offer next generation cloud solutions for any app, any OS, any workload.
CO2 not included.

Why H66cloud?

FLEXIBILITY & SCALABILITY

PERFORMANCE YOU CONTROL

CO2 NOT INCLUDED

Dynamically manage an infinite combination
of CPU, RAM, storage, and bandwidth. Your
resources are not bundled together and there
is no “standard size” server. Autoscale up (and
down) without any build-up/tear down time
wasting - true real-time pay as you use. And
Instant Launch means a new fully working OSloaded VM running in just 26 seconds.

Take back control of your resources using HPE’s
latest and greatest hardware with blazing-fast
Intel processors. Mix and match NVMeTM SSD,
magnetic and object storage. Choose your total
VM CPU GHz, specify the number of cores and
the number of threads. Eliminate hardware
bottlenecks and maximise performance for any
app, any OS, any workload.

Migrating to the cloud should also be an
opportunity to supercharge your environmental
ambitions. Using 100% local hydropower
means genuine green cloud infrastructure for
real transparency and reporting on your carbon
footprint. Next generation cloud means simple for
you, perfect for the planet.

NO VENDOR LOCK-IN

ISO SECURITY CERTIFIED CLOUD

24X7 FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Develop or deploy your application in the cloud
without being forced to use any vendor-specific
tools. Free intra-node data transfers and a giant
5 TB of monthly data egress. Add free unlimited
data ingress and H66cloud makes it easy to move
on (and off) our platform. Next generation cloud
means simple and open.

H66 delivers a high degree of security and
privacy for Enterprise customers. ISO 27001,
ISO 27017 and ISO 27018 security certifications,
PCI DSS - compliance and our strict DDoS-policy
all give you confidence we have the processes,
procedures and policies to keep your data safe.

Our free customer support is available round the
clock 365 days a year. Chat your question through
with a friendly cloud engineer and escalate if
required. With a majority of enquiry response
times under 60 seconds you’ll be powering on
with your priorities in no time.

A CUSTOM KVM-POWERED CLOUD

SWEDISH CLOUD WITH GLOBAL REACH

RELIABILITY AND STRICT SLA

Legacy apps with complex network addressing
schemes hardcoded? No problem. Any x86 OS
or application can run in our cloud unmodified.
Use our seamless live migration tool to transfer
your infrastructure 1:1 to our cloud without any
modifications. Maximum interoperability.

Our company and secure cloud servers are
structured to be independent by location. In
other words, we legally silo each cloud node by
jurisdiction. If your data is in Sweden, you are
subject to Swedish law only. Computing in
Frankfurt means German legislation and so on.
Begin locally, scale globally with 14 data centers
to choose from.

H66cloud guarantees 100% availability of
virtual servers, 100% network availability and
1ms maximum latency between VM’s all backed
by a strict SLA of 50x service credits against any
downtime over 15 minutes.
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The H66cloud Advantage: True Pay As You Use
True pay as you use means only pay for exactly what you

you don’t need. Move CPU, storage and data transfer between

need, and make deep savings when you have flexibility in your

VMs automatically via our APIs or web portal. Finally, a cloud

workload. Automated 5 minute on-demand pricing allows you

service that doesn’t penalise change.

to take advantage during off-peak low platform utilisation.
And monthly, yearly and three-year subscriptions when you

All this delivered on latest and greatest HPE hardware with

have predictability.

NVMeTM SSD and 10GigE networking means you get an
unbeatable cloud price performance ratio. We call it True Pay

Infinite customisation means you won’t pay for server capacity

As You Use.

All supported live and friendly when you need it from our 24/7 team of cloud experts.

Next generation
cloud you can
rely on

“No modification, no vendor
lock-in, no compromise.”

Discover how infinitely flexible cloud compute resources

H66CLOUD AND CLOUDSIGMA

can accelerate your business. No need to modify your apps.
Bring your own images, import from AWS and VMWare or

H66 have teamed up with CloudSigma, a leading global

choose from our library.

provider of Enterprise-class IaaS solutions. CloudSigma

A next generation cloud should be available to all, easy to

platform for customers like the European Space Agency,

use, the best price:performance and most important, kind

enables digital transformation on an open standards cloud
Siemens and Bertschi.

to the planet. That’s the H66 way. If your apps run on x86 or
x64 hardware run them today on an ultra high performance
maximum efficiency cloud.

With over 10 years of experience in cloud computing, a
global partner network and thousands of active customers,
CloudSigma is the perfect partner for H66 to initiate a new
era of next generation green cloud infrastructure.
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Boden
Stockholm
Dublin

San Jose

Frankfurt
Geneva

Washington DC

Tokyo

Zurich
Honolulu

Manila
Riyadh

Melbourne
Perth

Most of us agree that the planet could do with a little help right now. Yet it seems fairly
obvious that the data universe continues to grow and consume ever more resources. And of course we are
all conscious of value for money. The team at H66 are on a mission to create a new benchmark for sustainable
and responsible cloud infrastructure. We chose Boden in Sweden to create a template for best practice, the
greenest and the most power-efficient cloud infrastructure we could build. Boden is “probably the best”
location for a green data center in the world. More than plenty hydropower, perfect climate for cooling all
those hot servers, natural electricity grid redundancy and reliability and super-connected. We hope you will
join our ultra-green cloud infrastructure quest and help the planet breathe a little easier.
Born in Boden, CO2 not included.
Call +46(0) 921 48 97 02 or visit hydro66.com/cloud
to learn more or to get started for free.

Let’s talk! Learn how H66 can help your business take advantage of green cloud infrastructure. Increase your business agility and innovate
faster. And at the same time, reduce complexity, cost and environmental impact. Visit us at www.hydro66.com We’re ready when you are!

